


WALT: To be able to read and 
write different forms of 
sentences.

WILF: To write a statement 
correctly and use the correct 
punctuation. 

To read a statement and check for 
sense by rereading the sentence. 



So what is a 
statement?

Recap



A Statement is a 
sentence which tells you 

a fact,an opinion or 
an idea.

Recap

Example:
A rainbow has 7 colours.

This is a fact because it is true!



Fact:
Fruits and vegetables are good 

for us.

Opinion:
Kids should go to summer school.

An idea

I will go to the shops 
tomorrow to buy a new coat.

ExamplesRecap



What makes a 
good sentence?

Recap



Recap

Let’s have a look at how a sentence is 
Written.

• The girl was playing quietly with her 
bucket and spade.

It starts with a 
capital letter

• It has finger spaces between each 
word;

It end with a punctuation 
(full stop);

• It makes sense when 
you read it.



We are continuing to 
help Mr. Whoops fix 

some sentences.

What have 
you noticed 
about this 
sentence?



When helping Mr Whoop, we need to 
remember some skills we have learnt 

to help him write the correct 
sentence.

What skills do you 
need to help Mr 

Whoops write a Five 
star sentence?



A five star  sentence.

You need to think about what you are going to write.

Remember to start your sentence with a capital letter and end it 
with the correct punctuation.

Think about your spellings: use your phonetic knowledge where 
needed to spell words.

Put finger spaces between words.

Reread your sentence to make sure that it makes sense.



Now let’s help Mr Whoops with his 
sentences.....

Look at Mr Whoops 
sentence...

What did he really do 
well when writing his 

sentence?

What does he need to improve?
Correct Mr Whoop’s sentence!



Now let’s help Mr Whoops with his 
sentences.....

On Tuesday, he munched two pears.



Now let’s help Mr Whoops with his 
sentences.....

Look at Mr Whoops 
sentence...

What did he really do 
well when writing his 

sentence?

What does he need to improve?

Correct Mr Whoop’s sentence!



Now let’s help Mr Whoops with his 
sentences.....

The caterpillar ate five oranges on Friday.



Now your turn: HELP MR. Whoops 

A

B

C

felt, made, to, was, and, The,  sleepy, On, he, sleep, 
full, Sunday,



Now your turn: HELP MR. Whoops 

A

B

C

felt, made, to, was, and, The,  sleepy, On, he, sleep, 
full, Sunday, 

On Sunday, he felt sick.

He was really full and very sleepy.

The caterpillar made a cocoon to sleep in.



Your Challenge: Let’s get spicy!!



Two, lambs, are, playing, field, fluffy, yellow, chick, 
has, hatched, Katie, feeding, baby, lambs, bottle, milk, 
The, months, are, March, April, May, What, beautiful. 
Day, was

1

2

3

4

5



1

2

3

4

5

Two baby lambs are playing in the field.

A fluffy yellow chick has hatched from its egg.

Katie is feeding the baby lamb with a bottle of milk.

The spring months are March, April and May.

What a beautiful spring day it was.



Pretty, grow, our, garden, Queen, birthday, April, always, has, a 
party, London, My, friend, flowers, were, make, some, He, prettiest, 
inside, basket, ribbon, around, The, children, are dancing, maypole, 

are, laughing, helped 

A

B

C

D

E



A. The children are dancing
around the maypole and 
they are laughing.

B. My friend helped me to 
make some Easter eggs.

C. The Queen’s birthday is in 
April and she always has a 
party in London.

D. He put the prettiest eggs 
inside the basket and tied 
ribbon around it.

E. Pretty flowers were starting 
to grow in our garden. 



Extension activity:



Check your answers

I told Mary I would play with her after tea.

When Stuart fell down he hurt his back.

Paul Whittle is taller than Peter Smith.

The twins are called Kelly and Chris.

Linda called her new puppy Rover.

The name of my cat is Fluffy.








